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Guide for hero rescue tricks and tips

September 17, 2018, 2:53 p.m. UTC / Source: MAScott StumpIt's not just people who already have to save from the floodwaters created by Florence, the deadly hurricane-turned tropical depression. A lot of animals needed help, too. A heartwarming video posted Sunday by Twitter journalist Marcus DiPaola shows a volunteer releasing
six terrified dogs locked in an outdoor cage in Leland, North Carolina, as flooding rises. We apologize, this video has expired. Volunteer rescue rescue dogs trapped in Florence floodwatersSept. 17, 201800:42Ryan Nichols, a volunteer from Longview, Texas, is seen wading through knee-deep water and rescuing dogs who are on their
hind legs, moaning. The dogs were able to swim free after being released from the cage in Leland, N.C., on Sunday. ReutersA distraught dogs were able to swim to safety after a little help left alone. The video of the rescue has been watched more than two million times, and DiPaola says it hopes to remind owners that pets are with them
in case of emergency or other measures. Rescued six dogs in Leland, N.C., after the owner LEFT THEM locked in an outdoor cage that filled with torrent water that was rapidly rising. We got them out, but by the time we left, the water was so high, they would have drowned. BRING YOUR PETS WITH YOU. #HurricaneFlorence
pic.twitter.com/tRibGxCjXy– Marcus DiPaola (@marcusdipaola) September 16, 2018 The storm caused at least 17 deaths between North and South Carolina after that landslide at the end of last week, and heavy bands of rain continued to fall in North Carolina. We got them out, Di Paolo wrote, but by the time we left, the water was so
high they would have drowned. We apologize, this video has expired. Florence's death toll rises as new evacuations ordered Sept. 17, 201805:31Folk TODAY.com writer Scott Stump on Twitter. (Pocket-lint) – Company of Heroes was released in 2006, followed by two add-on packs and some of the most critical acclaim stacks of any
strategy game. It remains the classic and developer Relic has enough responsibility to deliver a sequel that meets the first. But is that right? Is Company of Heroes 2 the game we've all been waiting for? What made the first Company of Heroes such an enjoyable experience was the incredibly balanced style of play. There was not a single
strategy that resulted in victory. The standard build more than your enemy approach wouldn't work, as skilled players can easily wipe out entire waves of units if they knew what they were doing. Fortunately, all this has been translated throughout Company of Heroes 2, but even more. Players now have to deal with different terrain types
that can slow down or speed up units. More emphasis will also be placed on smaller teams with more diverse abilities. If you are micromanaging the thing, then CoH 2 will be a game to enjoy. The gameplay consists of three fairly type of unit, each of which is against another. Troops of soldiers tend to fare badly enough against armor, but
then a tank can be destroyed almost immediately with a well-placed artillery. This vehicle is against the soldier against the long-distance unit process, on which the entire CoH 2 depends. If you're wrong, the units get lost very quickly. The game punishes you for not supporting soldiers in long distance units, and stops an attack on the
tracks when you come face to face with a vehicle that is not able to make it out. At the top of all units of design, you also need to make sure that you handle the movement of each team. Cover plays great stuff inside coh as you simply left-click near an object and soldiers automatically hide and fire behind it. The correct placement of
soldiers can mean the difference between victory and defeat. Then comes the dynamic weather, which in the winter stages of CoH 2 can destroy any advance you might be planning to make. As soon as the blizzard starts, the soldiers' temperature starts to drop. The small thermometer floating around each unit, the colder they get, the
closer they get to death. You could lose whole squads because of the cold. This can be solved by building fires, getting them inside vehicles or houses. The problem is, everything can be destroyed. The trick to victory, then, is in the colder stages to destroy any means of the enemy to keep warm. Cruel, but very satisfying. Perhaps the
best part is the way the landscape reacts to the freezing cold. The highlight of the game's time is when we trapped a German tank in the middle of a frozen river. The more he struggled to escape, the more the ice underneath cracked until he was eventually swallowed up by the river below. The game's true field of vision mechanic is also
worth mentioning, as it is quite clever. Units on the command need to be able to see the enemy in order to be able to see them as well. It works more often than not led us into an unfortunate trap. Unit caps have been raised much higher in this game, with up to 135 soldier points, which will test even the best micromanagers. The game
also scatters battles on multiple fronts in both single player and skirmish mode, which is extremely difficult. You really need to have good grouping of units together, fast keying them and then jumping between each in order to win. Back in the last game you need to collect resources to capture waypoints. Fuel, ammunition and labor all
govern what units can be built. The Russians are an extremely cheap to produce unity: they are lined up who can be used to create sweeping numbers to capture or defend a point. In themselves they are useless, but the rapid construction speed and low labor requirement means that enlisted people accelerate the speed at which they
need to play. It's a much faster game than its predecessor. But really, CoH 2 gameplay hasn't changed much in the Although this is not a thing, the original did not come out in 2006. We wanted to have seen something dramatically different rather than what it feels like to us as a Company in Heroes 1.5.The same can be said for the game
that looks more like an add-on package than a brand new title. At times it looks nice, but the Total War series and the fact that PC graphics cards have come a long way since the first game, makes it graphically very disappointing. The cut scenes are particularly incredibly bad. The single player, which follows the horrors of the Eastern
Front during World War II, is almost comically narrated by CG sequences that would have looked better if they were making it in the game. In fact, given the details of some units, I really don't understand why each mission didn't just book-ended with a quick video using units on the screen. Weather details are the strongest point. Frozen
rivers and snowspots on soldiers' boots are great little details. We love how you can use snow tracking vehicles throughout the map, and explosions and building destruction are as good as ever.Compared to other recent strategy games, however, the Company of Heroes 2 graphics just aren't really up from scratch. The soon-to-be
released Command and Conquer, or even titles like World in Conflict, is much more impressive to watch. It's a shame really, as when the original CoH was released, it was a graphic storefront of the time. You may be wondering why you stayed on the story page of things that are in the final stages of the review. Simply put, this is the
weakest part of the game and we didn't want to distract you from the excitement of a new Company of Heroes game. Set on the eastern front, the game attempts to convey the horrific ordeal that Russian soldiers went through to put an end to Germany's advance across Europe. It's an exercise in the shock of numbers. The game
repeatedly reminds you how many people died on the Russian side in World War II, from the medium to those ill-animated cut scenes, or missions that charge you to buy a point using little more than an unlimited supply of lined up. Soon enough into the campaign, the ridiculously bad CG sequences left us wanting to miss any storytelling
and just get on with enjoying the gameplay. There are some outstanding moments during the CoH 2 campaign, but expect yourself to create them, not your story. What works best - and in our minds is the game's most powerful single player point - is The Theatre of War missions. These are playable co-op challenges, alone or against AI.
You play short and sweet missions on both the German and Russian sides, which vary from moving a small team around to secretly destroy a tank, managing part of a large army-wide advance. The real enjoyment of Company of Heroes comes from multiplayer. Without the game's rather questionable AI, this is where it really shines. For
each game mechanic, repair enemy tanks to use as their own to hide You must use it in order to beat the enemy. The German and Russian sides are both very balanced and require that their own skill sets be mastered. You could not do that even a few maps to choose from, but what is very good, especially in the winter version of the
larger eight player maps. Battles on these can go on for several hours, a final victory that is extremely satisfying. New Company of Heroes 2 is the ability to upgrade and customize your army. You are assigned a set of generals that will bring unique skills as the first game, the difference here is that you can choose the skills yourself. This
allows you to tweak the game further into your own style of play and works especially well, the more time you devote to multiplayer. The best PS5 games of 2020: Amazing PlayStation 5 titles that pick up Verdict Company of Heroes 2 irritates us almost every time we play. With all intents and purposes, this is the same game as the last
one, albeit with some clever gameplay tweaks. That's why we love it, just like we loved the original. But the moment we stop playing, we get angry because we think about what could have been. It's a lesson in the game safe, narrator of some very bad CG cut scenes, with some incredibly enjoyable strategy games thrown in between. It



may not be the exciting new game Company of Heroes fans had hoped for, but after an hour of playing that familiar feeling you will be coming back for more. Writing by Hunter Skipworth. Skipworth.
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